
1 – Basic Proportions of the Face

Art Year 7 Term 2Observational Drawing

Most faces fit in the following basic rules:

• The overall head is shaped like an upside down egg

• The eyes are positioned halfway up the head shape

• The space between the eyes is one eye length

• The bottom of the nose is halfway between the eyes and the 

chin

• The lips sit halfway between the bottom of the nose and the 

chin

• The ears sit between the eye line and the nose line

3 – Key Vocabulary 3 – Artist Focus – German Expressionists

2 – Lino Printing

lino printing: a form of printing where 

you carve a design out of a sheet of lino 

with a sharp instrument called a gouge. 

• The raised (uncarved) areas 

represent (show) what is to be 

printed.

• The lino sheet is then inked using a 

roller and printed onto a flat surface 

such as paper or fabric.

brayer: small hand roller used to thinly apply ink or paint 

onto a printing surface

reduction lino cut: a method of lino printing in which more 

lino is removed from the block for each layer and each 

colour is printed on top of the last

gouge: a tool for cutting and clearing areas from a block of 

wood or lino for printmaking

ink: coloured or black paste used to printing

Art Printing Year 9 Term 3

German Expressionists 

(early twentieth-century)

• Used woodcut, a technique similar to lino 

printing.

• Made dark and simplified woodcuts that 

used bold, flat patterns and rough effects.

• Wanted to express emotions though art.

• Exaggerated features and expressions.

• Used bold images to encourage reactions 

from the viewers.



1 – What is Programming?

Art Year 7 Term 2Observational Drawing

Key Vocabulary

programming: the process of designing and building a computer programme for a 

specific task

print: displays a statement or variable on the shell window

input: allows the user to input information into the programme

shell: the place where code is run

syntax: the rules of the programming language that need to be followed in order for it 

to work

debug: tells us where the error is and what type of error. This allows the 

programming to fix the error and run the code.

algorithm: a set of instructions or code used to solve a problem

3 – Selection 4 – Iteration

2 – Data Types

Key Vocabulary

data types: different types of data are stored in variables as different data types

string: a variable data type that can store a combination of letters, characters and 

numbers

integer: a variable data type that can store whole numbers E.G.. 65

floats/real: a variable data type that can store decimal numbers E.G.. 2.5

boolean: a variable data type that stores either TRUE or FALSE

variable: a name given to an item of data so that the data can be stored in memory 

while your python programme is running

operators: special symbols that carry out arithmetic or logical tasks E.G.. > ==

Key Vocabulary

selection: these allow your python programme to follow one path in the code if a 

certain condition is true, or to follow another path of the code if the condition is false

IF: checks if the condition is TRUE, if so the programme runs the indented code 

below it

Elif: if the first IF it not TRUE, then this elif condition is checked, there can be 

multiple of these

Else: if all the IF and Elif statements are not TRUE, then the code indented below 

else will run

Computing Python Programming Year 9 Term 3

Key Vocabulary

iteration: is used to repeat a set of instructions or commands in a programme. It 

saves having to write them all out over and over again.

for loop: runs for a specific amount of times and stops when it reaches the desired 

number

E.G..

for I in range (5):

movie = input (“what is one of your top 5 movies?” )

This would ask the question five times, then end the loop.



1 – Greek Theatre Origins

Drama Year 7 Term 2Pantomime

Key Vocabulary

amphitheatre – an outdoor theatre 

with seats all around it

masks – a covering for the face, which

can help to show the character

• A festival honoring the god Dionysus was held in Athens. From this, three 

dramatic genres emerged: tragedy, comedy and the satyr play.

• A myth is a well-known story which was made up in the past to explain natural 

events or to justify religious beliefs.

2 – Greek Tragedy

• The plot of a tragedy was almost always inspired by Greek mythology.

Key Vocabulary

tragedy – a tragedy is a drama which follows the downfall of a good person (protagonist) 

through a fatal error or misjudgement

protagonist: the hero of the story

tragic hero: they must be at the center of the tragedy. They must be a high-ranking 

character and accept their downfall with dignity

antagonist: the villain of the story

tragic flaw: an error in judgement; weakness; something which brings about the hero’s 

downfall. This ends the performance in a catastrophe.

• All Greek tragedies must end with the downfall of the tragic hero.

• The tragic hero must always have a tragic flaw.

3 – Greek Chorus

• A typical Greek Chorus consisted of 12 to 50 players who spoke or sang their 

lines in unison, wore masks, and functioned as one actor rather than a group of 

individual performers.

• The purpose of the Greek Chorus was to provide background and summary 

information to the audience. This would help them to understand what was going 

on in the performance. 

• The Chorus commented on themes, expressed what the main characters couldn’t 

say (like secrets, thoughts, and fears) and provided other characters with 

information and insights.

• As amphitheaters were so large, the members of the Chorus had to work hard to 

look and sound like one person. 

4 – Characterisation Skills

Drama Greek Theatre Year 9 Term 3

Key Vocabulary

Non-Verbal Communication (NVC): the way we use our bodies to communicate 

our character to the audience

facial expression: the appearance, mood or feeling shown by a person’s face

posture: the position a character holds themselves in when sitting or standing 

gesture: a movement made by part of the body E.G. arms, head to show a 

character’s emotions

gait: a person’s manner of walking 



2 – Vocabulary 3 - Grammar (Sentence Types) 1 – Methods

tragedy: a play that usually has a traumatic (sad) 

ending

soliloquy: a speech performed by a character on 

stage to the people in the audience. Other characters 

cannot hear this speech.

dramatic irony: when the audience knows something 

the characters do not

(an) aside: when a character says something on stage 

that the other characters can’t hear, but the audience 

can

symbolism: when a bigger idea is being represented

4 - Understanding a Script 5 - Shakespearean Context 6 – Tragedy Genre

English Year 9 Term 2Non-fiction Writing

hamartia: a fatal flaw (E.G.. greed, ambition) that 

makes the character fail

hubris: having too much confidence

anagnorisis: when a character suddenly realises 

what they have done wrong

duplicitous: being two faced

jealousy: when you want something someone 

else has 

simple: a simple sentence has no conjunctions and makes 

sense on its own

E.G. Othello loved Desdemona.

compound: when a conjunction is added to connect two 

simple sentences

E.G. Othello loved Desdemona because she loved him.

complex: when part of the sentence cannot exist on its 

own (subordinate clause).

E.G. Despite loving Desdemona, Othello was jealous.

(subordinate clause)

dialogue: when two or more characters speak

stage directions: instructions that tell the actors 

what to do

acts and scenes: the sections of a play

characters: a fictional person that is created by an 

author/playwright

soliloquy: a speech performed by a character on 

stage to the people in the audience. Other 

characters cannot hear this speech

• Shakespeare’s plays were performed in the 

Jacobean Era when King James I was king.

• Most plays were paid for by the Crown. 

• King James I had a strong interest in the 

supernatural (witches, devils, Satan).

• During this time, there was a heavy belief that 

women were weak, unintelligent and the 

possessions of men. This is a patriarchal society.

• During the Jacobean Era, dark skin was often 

associated with corruption whilst white skin was 

a sign of purity. 

English Non-Fiction Writing Year 9 Term 3

protagonist/tragic hero: the main character in a 

tragedy. They will usually be from a noble (rich 

background).

antagonist/villain: the person that goes against the 

protagonist/tragic hero and tries to stop them getting 

what they want.

universal themes: themes that can apply to 

anyone. 

• Usually love, ambition, friendship, jealousy etc.

• They are popular because everyone can relate to 

them.



1 – Food and Diet

Year 9 Term 2Customs and Celebrations

2 – Sport and Lifestyle 3 – Infinitive Structures

le petit déjeuner breakfast

le déjeuner lunch

le goûter snack

le dîner dinner

le repas meal

la nourriture food

l’eau water

le fruit fruit

les légumes vegetables

le régime diet

la viande meat

les bonbons sweets

les boissons fizzy drinks

gazeuses

les céréales cereal

l’alcool alcohol

le sport sport

l’exercice exercise

la drogue drugs

la forme shape

la santé health

les poumons lungs

le sommeil sleep

le tabagisme smoking

l’alimentation nutrition

la peau skin

4 – Pour + Infinitive

To express a purpose in French we use the word pour + 

infinitive verb. Pour can mean ‘for’ or ‘in order to’.

In English we often ignore the ‘in order’ part. But if the 

sentence in English would make sense using ‘in order to’ 

you must use pour in French. e.g.

Je fais de l’exercice pour garder la forme.

I do exercise (in order) to stay in shape.

Il faut boire de l’eau pour rester hydraté.

You must drink water (in order) to stay hydrated.

Je joue au basket pour être sain.

I play basketball (in order) to be healthy.

5 – The Present Tense 6 – The Perfect Tense

Impersonal structures often start with ‘il’ but they are 

general statements not related to a particular person. 

e.g.

il faut… you must/it is necessary to

il est interdit de… it is forbidden to

il est nécessaire de… it is necessary to

il est impossible de… it is impossible to

il est facile de… it is easy to

These are followed by an infinitive verb. e.g.

Il est facile d’éviter la drogue. = It is easy to avoid 

drugs.

Il est necessaire de boire de l’eau. = It is necessary to 

drink water.

French Healthy Living Year 9 Term 3

je mange/bois

I eat/drink

je ne mange/bois pas de

I don’t eat/drink

bio organic

dégoûtant/e disgusting

délicieux/euse delicious

gras/se fatty

malsain/e unhealthy

sain/e healthy

salé/e salty

savoureux/euse tasty

sucré/e sweet

végétarien/ne vegetarian

déprimé/e depressed

ivre drunk

malade ill

en bonne santé fit/healthy

boire to drink

faire to do

fumer to smoke

rester to stay

se détendre to relax

dormir to sleep

se droguer to take drugs

éviter to avoid

garder to keep

jouer to play

prendre to take

accro addicted

addictif/ve addictive

alcoolique alcoholic

allergique allergic

To conjugate (change) verbs into the present tense we 

remove the infinitive ending and add the correct ending 

to match the person doing that action:

Pronoun
ER verb 

ending

IR verb 

ending

RE verb 

ending

je e is s

tu es is s

il/elle/on e it -

nous ons issons ons

vous ez issez ez

ils/elles ent issent ent

e.g.

manger  je mange = I eat/I am eating

finir  nous finissons = we finish/we are finishing

attendre  vous attendez = you wait/you are waiting

To form a verb in the perfect tense, you need:

Some verbs take ‘être’ for step 2 instead of ‘avoir’:

For verbs which take être the past participle must agree 

with the subject.

Past participles:

A pronoun Part of avoir Past participle

j’ ai mangé

elle a bu

A pronoun Part of être Past participle

je suis allé(e)

nous sommes resté(e)s

Verb ending ER IR RE

Past participle ending é i u



1 – China’s Power 2 – Physical Environment - Asia 3 – One Child Policy

4 – Migration in China 5 – Urbanisation in Chongqing 6 – COVID and China

Geography Overpopulation in China Year 9 Term 3

Key Vocabulary

economic: related to money or jobs

superpower: a large country with a strong economy, 

strong military and great political and cultural influence

• The USA has a greater level of military power with 

China only being stronger in bombers, submarines 

and active personnel. 

• In 2013, China overtook the USA as having a higher 

GDP (average salary per person), and its economy 

is predicted to grow at a rapid pace. 

• Chinatown is located in 16 different countries.

Key Vocabulary

distribution: the location of features of the world

physical: related to nature

environment: the world, including animals and plants

• Asia’s physical geography is as diverse as its human 

geography. 

• The Monsoon season runs from June to September.

• This provides 75% of India’s total rainfall.

• Himalayan glaciers give water to 1.9 billion people.

• Lake Baikal (southern Russia) is the deepest lake in 

the world, reaching a depth of 1,620 meters.

Key Vocabulary

policy: laws which people must follow 

• The policy was introduced in 1979 to stop 

overpopulation.

• The policy has led to an ageing population, where 

there are lots of older people living in the country. 

• The policy has meant women who raise children do 

it for a shorter period of time as they want to work.

• The policy led to more families wanting boys, as 

they had more opportunities.

Key Vocabulary

migration: the movement of people from place to place

• A push factor is negative and something that 

encourages people to leave their home. 

• E.G. Lack of education in a rural area, farming is too 

much hard work, poor-quality buildings, a lack of 

money. 

• A pull factor is positive and something that attracts 

people to an area 

• E.G. Better employment, better healthcare in cities, 

better education in cities, better transport links.

Key Vocabulary

industrialisation: the process of cities getting wealthier 

through industries (businesses) 

urbanisation: the increasing number of people in a city

• Around Chongqing there are different industries, 

such as steel, cars, textiles, chemicals and 

computers.

• Everyday, around 1,300 people move from rural 

areas to urban areas - 500 million per year. 

• Everyday, building work is finished equivalent to 23 

football fields. E.G. Flats, offices, and factories.

Key Vocabulary

globalisation: countries working together to share 

money, goods or other materials

• The virus started in the city of Wuhan causing 

symptoms such as a fever and a dry cough. 

• The virus spread to tourist areas like Japan and 

Italy. 

• The virus led to measures such as quarantine, 

cancelled sporting events, and the stock market 

crashing. Flybe (airline company) also closed down.



2 – able 3 – co

The suffix (–sion) turns the verb into the noun:

divide              division

confuse          confusion

divide            decision 

collide             collision

The suffix (-able) turns the verb into the 

adjective:

apply               applicable

consider       considerable

notice            noticeable

comfort          comfortable

The prefix (co-) means ‘together’:

colleague: someone you work with

co-dependent: someone who relies on you

co-ordinate: working together to organise 

something

1 – sion

4 – ity 5 – pre 6 – de

The suffix (-ity) turns the verb into a noun:

inactive                  inactivity

responsible             responsibility

real                                reality

clear                       clarity

The prefix (pre-) means ‘before’:

historic           pre-historic

read    pre-read

view                        preview

caution     precaution     

The prefix (de-) means to change or take 

away:

compose               decompose

contaminate        decontaminate

activate              deactivate

motivate              demotivate

Mathematics Year 7 Term 2Place Value and ProportionLiteracy R Prefixes and Suffixes Year 9 Term 3



2 – Percentages 3 – Financial Maths

Key Vocabulary

percentage: a fraction out of 100

% is the symbol used to represent a percentage

increase: to make an amount bigger. The new amount 

will be greater than 100%

decreasing: to make an amount smaller. The new 

amount will be less than 100%

multiplier: a number used to calculate a percentage

e.g. Calculating 50 x 0.46 will find 46%

0.46 is the multiplier

Key Vocabulary

credit: money going into a bank account

debit: money going out of a bank account

profit: make money

loss: losing money 

1 – The First 12 Prime Numbers 

4 – Angle Facts 5 – Angles in Polygons 6 – Rotation

Key Vocabulary

parallel lines: lines that always stay 

the same distance apart

transversal: a line that cuts 

through parallel lines

corresponding angles: angles of 

equal size and are on the same 

side of the transversal

alternate angles: angles of equal 

size and are on different sides of 

the transversal, and the parallel lines. 

Key Vocabulary

interior angles: the angles inside a polygon at the vertex

exterior angles: the angles outside a polygon at a vertex

• Angles in a quadrilateral

have a sum of 360°

• Angles in a triangle 

have a sum of 180°

Key Vocabulary

rotation: an object is turned 

centre of rotation: the point that a shape is rotated 

around

clockwise: the direction the hands of a clock turn

anti clockwise: the opposite direction of clockwise

• There are 90 ° in a quarter turn

• There are 180 ° in a half turn

• There are 360 ° in a full turn

Year 9 Term 2Constructing in 2 and 3 Dimensions

2

3

5

7

11

13

17

19

23

29

31

37

Mathematics Applications of Number Year 9 Term 3



1 – Origins of Anti-Semitism 2 – Pre-War Jewish Life 3 – Concentration Camps

4 – German-Jewish Persecution 5 – Kristallnacht 6 – Einsatzgruppen

Modern History The Holocaust Year 9 Term 3

Key Vocabulary

anti-Semitism: the persecution of Jews

persecution: treating someone badly because of their race 

or religion

• The word ‘Holocaust’ comes from Ancient Greek: 

‘holos’ means ‘completely’ and ‘kaustos’ means ‘burnt’.

• Holocaust is the Hebrew word for ‘sacrifice’.

• Many Jews prefer ‘Shoah’ – the Hebrew word for 

‘catastrophe’ – to describe what happened to them.

• Jerusalem is the Holy City for Jews. They were persecuted 

by the Romans there from 63BC.

• Many Christians blamed Jews for the death of Jesus and so 

would persecute them.

Key Vocabulary

community: a group of people living together

• The largest community of Jews before the war lived 

in Eastern Europe.

• There was a community of 3 million Jews living in 

Poland and 2.5 million Jews living in Russia.

• In most countries, Jews had settled in well and 

were part of the country’s community and culture.

• E.G. Jewish football teams played in the top 

divisions in Austria and Poland.

Key Vocabulary

concentration camp: a camp where prisoners 

disliked by the Germans were taken to work or die

• Prisoners were placed in a particular camp on the 

basis of gender, race or religion.

• In 1933, the first camp – Dachau – was opened in 

Bavaria, Germany.

• There were 20 main concentration camps. Most 

were found in Germany and Poland.

• Anne Frank was imprisoned in Bergen-Belsen 

concentration camp, where she died of typhus.

• In 1933, German Jews had their nationality taken 

from them – by law, they were no longer German.

• In 1935, the Nuremburg Laws were passed which 

removed Jews’ rights in Germany. E.G. Jews could 

no longer marry a non-Jew.

• Jews were banned from serving in the German 

army.

• In 1936, Jews were banned from practising 

medicine.

• In 1938, 17,000 Polish Jews living in Germany were 

expelled – Poland wouldn’t allow them in the 

country.

Key Vocabulary

Kristallnacht: ‘the night of the broken glass’

pogrom: violence by non-Jewish groups

• Kristallnacht took place from 9th-10th November 1938 

in Germany, Austria and the Sudetenland.

• The night was a series of pogroms against Jews, 

secretly organised by the Nazis.

• The windows of Jewish homes, shops and 

synagogues were smashed - some were set on fire.

• Firefighters were banned from putting the fires out.

• 30,000 Jewish men were sent to concentration camps.

• The Einsatzgruppen were 

also known as ‘mobile killing 

squads’. They followed the 

German army as they 

invaded new countries during 

World War 2. 

• They led mass shootings of Jews, Gypsies, 

Communists and Russians.

• The Einsatzgruppen killed nearly half a million 

people in the first 9 months of World War 2.

• One third of all Jewish Holocaust victims died as a 

result of shooting.



1 – The Elements

Year 7 Term 2Music of the Sahara 

Key Vocabulary

dynamics: the term used for the volume 

rhythm: different note lengths played in a chain

texture: the different layers of sound

structure: how music is put together

melody: the main tune 

instrumentation: the instruments used

tempo: the speed

harmony: several notes played together

Key Vocabulary

click track: when a musician can hear a clicking whilst recording film music. It is 

designed to keep the players in time with one another.

‘mickey mousing’: when the music matches the action. E.G. A fall may be 

accompanied by a descending scale.

sync point: a precise moment when the music must fit with the action on screen

consonant harmony: not clashy; sounds ‘nice’

Dissonant harmony: clashy; notes seem out of place together

John Williams

• Born in1932. 

• Williams’ film music is some of the most familiar ever written

• E.G. Harry Potter, Star Wars, Jurassic Park 

Hanz Zimmer

• Born in 1957. 

• Zimmer is a German-born composer famous for the work he completed with Disney E.G. The 

Lion King. 

• He also composed the music for Kung Fu Panda, Batman the Dark Knight and Dunkirk.

Wendy Carlos

• An American-born transgender composer who is well known for the use of electronic music in 

film. 

• Carlos was key in the development of the synthesiser and using other composers’ music, 

bringing it from classical to the present day. 

• E.G The music of Beethoven for the film A Clockwork Orange. 

Key Vocabulary

leitmotif: a recurring short melodic or harmonic idea which is associated with a 

character, event, concept, idea, object or situation

modulation: a change in key

underscore: music heard in the background of a film

genre: the different types of films

diagetic: music that is part of the action. The characters can hear it.

non-diagetic: music which can only be heard by the viewers not the characters

2 – Film Music

4 – Key Composers 3 – Techniques

Music Film and TV Music Year 9 Term 3



timing: keeping to the beat of the music

exercise to music: high-energy exercises performed as a 

routine set to music

boxercise: an exercise class based on the training that 

boxers use to keep fit

progressive overload: achieved by increasing the intensity 

and impact

The FITT principle should be applied when training:

frequency – how often. Train at least 3 times a week.

intensity – how hard. Train at the right intensity for you.

time – how long. Train for at least 20 mins.

type – the activity. Use exercises that will help your goal.

1 – Fitness Testing

validity: how well the test measures what it says it will measure 

practicality: the easiness of the test to complete and score

reliability: the consistency of are the results across several tests

Key Vocabulary

HIIT: High Intensity Interval Training 

• HIIT involves alternating short periods of intense 

exercise with less intense recovery periods

individual needs: training must be related to the 

athlete's age and gender, their injury status and fitness 

level

work to rest ratio: the comparison between how much 

time you are working to the amount of time spent 

resting E.G. If you're doing 40-second sprints and 

resting for 20 seconds, your work to rest ratio is 4:2.

Weight training is when you lift or pull against resistance such 

as weights or body weight.

rest and recovery: weight lifters need to rest to allow their 

body to recover. During recovery, muscles build in size and 

strength.

sets: the number of cycles of reps that you complete

reps: the number of times you perform a specific exercise

How to make a weight session harder (progressive 

overload) 

• Increase the amount of weight you are lifting

• Increase the number of reps you are completing

• Increase the number of sets you are completing 

• Reduce the amount of rest you have in between sets

• Orienteering is an outdoor adventure sport which involves 

walking or running whilst navigating around a course of 

markers, using a map. 

• Orienteering can be linked with fartlek and continuous 

training, due to the different surfaces and intensity (fartlek)

• It involves a lack of rest periods (continuous). 

• The training principle specificity is when the training 

mirrors the activity

sprint course: this needs speed and quick decision making 

to win the event

score course: this needs decision making to figure out the 

route in order to score the most points within the allotted time

PE Year 9 Term 3Fitness

2 – Circuit Training 3 – Boxercise/Exercise to Music

circuit training: a 

combination of six or more 

exercises with short rest 

periods between them for a 

certain amount of time.

5 – Weight Training 6 – Orienteering 4 – HIIT 

multistage fitness test: running between 2 lines 20m 

apart in time to recorded beeps. The time between the 

beeps gradually becomes shorter.

Aerobic 

Endurance

hand grip dynamometer: hold above your head with 

straight arms, bring down to your waist squeezing 

dynamometer

Muscular 

Strength

vertical jump test: stand side on to a wall and reach up 

with the hand closest to the wall. Jump vertically as high 

as possible and record. The difference between the 

standing reach height and jump height is recorded.

Power

1 min sit up test: lie on the floor with knees bent and feet 

flat on the ground. Hand on your thighs. Count how many 

sit-ups you can do in 1 minute.

Muscular 

Endurance

Examples of exercises and links to muscles:

• planks – abdominals (core)

• squats – gluteals, quadriceps (bottom, front of 

thigh)

• press ups – pectorals (chest)

• tricep dips – triceps (back of upper arm)



1 – Ethics

RS Year 9 Term 3Ethics

Key Vocabulary 

ethics: decisions around what is right or wrong

Our core values are incredibly important. Throughout lessons we must:

• Respect the viewpoints of others by listening

• Develop our own viewpoints by thinking about the issue and listening to various 

sides of the argument

• Empathise with the viewpoints of others, especially those who may have differing 

views 

• Be responsible to not repeat the opinions of others outside of the classroom – it 

is not your job to share your peers’ opinions

2 – Abortion and Animal Rights

3 – Views on Abortion 4 – Views on Animal Rights

This term we will study two main ethical themes: abortion and animal rights. 

abortion: the deliberate ending of a pregnancy through medical means

• Abortion is legal in the UK up to 24 weeks of pregnancy. 

• After 24 weeks, it is deemed that the foetus could survive outside of the womb and 

therefore an abortion is unethical

animal rights: the rights of animals to live free from human exploitation and abuse

• UK law makes it illegal to neglect or ill-treat an animal. 

• Some people argue that because animals are not capable of making complex 

decisions, then they are not equal to humans. 

• Charities such as the RSPCA work to protect the rights of animals. 

sanctity of life: the idea that life is sacred (a gift from God)

conception: when the egg and sperm meet and the egg becomes fertilised

Christian views on abortion:

• Roman Catholics believe that life begins at conception and therefore abortion is wrong. 

They believe that it is taking away a God-given life. 

• Some other Christians believe that life begins at a later stage and, if there is a good 

reason, then an abortion can sometimes be accepted. 

Muslim views on abortion:

• All Muslims believe in the sanctity of life, but they believe that some abortions can take 

place before ‘ensoulment’ occurs. 

• Ensoulment is the belief that God breathes life into the foetus at 120 days of pregnancy.

Key Vocabulary 

steward: someone with a responsibility to care for something 

exploitation: taking advantage of something

Christian views on animal rights:

• Christians believe that they are stewards of the Earth. God made all creatures on 

Earth and it is the duty of people to care for them all. This means they are against 

the exploitation of animals. 

Buddhist views on animal rights:

• Buddhists believe that no harm should come to any living creature. This means that 

they do not eat meat or exploit animals in any way. 

• Both humans and non-humans have the ability to become enlightened. 

RS Ethics Year 9 Term 3



B3 – Eukaryotic and Prokaryotic Cells Ch – The Particle Model

eukaryotic cells: contains a nucleus and other 

membrane bound organelles (E.G. mitochondria)

prokaryotic cells: does not contain a nucleus or any 

other membrane bound organelles

This bacterium is a prokaryotic cell.

B1 – Animal Cells (Eukaryotic)

B2 – Plant Cells (Eukaryotic) B4 - Microscopes Ph - Mass and Density

chloroplast: site of photosynthesis

cell wall: made of cellulose; provides strength and 

structure

vacuole; filled with cell sap, water and waste; keeps 

the cell turgid

Science Year 7 Term 2Digestion, the Periodic Table and Forces

nucleus: contains genetic material

mitochondria: site of aerobic respiration

cytoplasm: where chemical reactions happen

cell membrane: controls what enters and exits the cell

Ribosomes: site of protein synthesis

Science Cells, The Particle Model and Density Year 9 Term 3

Light microscope Electron microscope

low magnification high magnification

low resolution High resolution

can view living 

specimens

can only view dead 

specimens

displays 2D images displays 3D images

displays colour images displays black and white 

images 

state arrangement movement

solid regular
vibrate in a fixed 

position

liquid random
move randomly whilst 

still touching

gas random move freely

Limitations of the Particle Model

• no forces shown on diagram

• particles are not solid spheres

• different particles have different sizes

image = actual size  x magnification size

magnification = eye piece lens x objective lens

mass: the amount of matter in a given volume

volume: the quantity of three-dimensional space taken up by 

a substance 

density: the mass per unit volume of a substance 

denisty or regulary objects: calculate the volume, volume = 

width x height x length, then find the mass using a mass 

balance.

density of an irregular shape: find the volume using a 

Eureka can and the displacement of water and find the mass 

using a mass balance.

Density kg/m3 = mass (kg) / volume (m3)



2 – Mechanisms 3 – Electronics1 – Specification and Design Briefs

4 – Engineering drawings 5 – Making 6 – Evaluation

Science Year 7 Term 2Digestion, the Periodic Table and Forces

Key Vocabulary

design brief: short statement given to the designer 

that outlines what the product should be like

design specification: a list of criteria that the product 

needs to address

client: a person or organisation that wants a product 

manufactured

consumer: a person who uses a product and may 

also buy it

target market: the group of people a product is made 

for

mechanical advantage: the amount of help you get by using a 

mechanism

effort: the amount of force applied by the user, also known as 

the input

Key Vocabulary

automation: using automated machines in production 

to speed up making

finite resources: resources that can only be used once 

and is in limited supply. E.G. oil

non-finite resources: a renewable energy that 

harnesses the Earth's natural resources. E.G. wind

technological push: when technology advances 

enough to invent or develop new products

market pull: when consumer demand forces the 

invention or development of a new product

Key Vocabulary

standard components: pre-manufactured 

parts which aid the production of the product. 

E.E. nuts, bolts, screws, zips, buttons

tenon saw: a hand saw for cutting straight 

lines in wood

coping saw: a hand saw for cutting detailed 

lines in wood

band facer: a machine that uses sandpaper 

to shape wood

pillar drill: a machine fixed in place that can 

drill holes in to material

Key Vocabulary

orthographic projection: 2D drawings of a 

3D object, showing it from the top, front and 

side

isometric drawing: a way of presenting 

designs in 3D

dimensions: the measurement of the length, 

width, or height

millimeter (mm): there are 10mm in 1 cm

manufacturing plan: a detailed plan showing 

the order of how you will make your product

component: a part that when put together,

makes a product

Technology Resistant Materials Year 9 Term 3

Key Vocabulary

input: a signal from the physical/‘real world’ turned into 

an electronic signal. E.G. heat

process device: a device that controls how the system 

functions. E.G. micro-controller 

output: takes a signal from the process device and 

turns it into a physical/’real world’ signal. E.G. opens 

windows

LED: light emitting diode. It emits light when an electrical 

current is passed through it.

LDR: light dependent resistor. A type of resistor that is 

affected by changes in light levels

• Levers use mechanical advantage to make lifting or applying 

pressure easier. 

• All levers are made of a bar and a pivot, called a fulcrum.

fulcrum: where the lever pivots

load: the weight that needs to be 

moved, also known as the output

pulley: a wheel with a grooved 

edge that a cord passes around



1- Research and Design 2 – Smart Materials 3 – Technical Textiles

• A designer must be able to follow the design 

process to produce successful products. 

Key Vocabulary

design brief: a short statement given to the 

designer that outlines what the product should be 

like

task analysis: a breakdown of the design brief to 

help you understand what you are going to design 

and make

target market: the group of people a product is 

made for. This includes: age groups, gender, 

hobbies and interests.

specification – a list of points that the product 

must meet in order to fit the end users needs. This 

could include: function, materials, colours, sizes 

and cost. 

Key Vocabulary

Smart materials: materials that change their 

characteristics/properties depending on their 

environment

• Smart materials are often developed to solve design 

solutions to fix problems.

• Smart materials react with changes in:

- Temperature

- Light

- Pressure

- Electricity

thermochromic pigments: these types of pigments 

react with a change in temperature. These pigments 

usually change colour when exposed to varying 

temperatures.

photochromic pigments: the particles react with 

ultraviolet light. E.G. photochromic glasses

self-healing concrete: avoids cracks in the concrete 

filling with water. 

• The concrete has bacteria added to the mixture. 

• When cracks form and water seeps in the bacteria 

starts to react and fills in the cracks.

self-healing polymers: react to stress fractures by 

releasing a resin into the new crack

Technical textiles are textiles with an increased 

functionality. E.G.

1. Weatherproofing

2. Strengthening

3. Adding conductivity and insulation

Examples of ‘technical textiles’ include:

1. Gore-Tex – a type of fabric that is waterproof 

but also breathable.

2. Kevlar – made from tough fibres to prevent 

cuts and tears, provide insulation and are 

flame proof. This type of material is often 

used in police officer uniforms.

3. Electronic textiles – allows electricity to 

travel along conductive threads which are 

woven or sewn into the fabric.

4. Microencapsulation – solids, liquids and 

gases are sealed into tiny capsules. These 

ingredients can be released at controlled 

rates.

Technology Year 7 Term 2FoodTechnology Textiles Year 9 Term 3



1 – Good Dental Health

Year 8 Term 3Oral Hygiene

Key Vocabulary 

teeth: enamel coated structures in the jaw, used for biting and chewing

dental health: the practice of keeping your mouth clean and free of disease

In order to keep your mouth and teeth clean and healthy, follow the following pieces of 

advice:

• Brush your teeth with a good toothbrush and toothpaste.

• You should brush your teeth last thing before you go to bed, and at least one other 

time in the day. 

• You should brush your teeth for at least two minutes each time. 

• Spit out your toothpaste after brushing but do not rinse your mouth with water. 

Leave the protective layer of toothpaste on your teeth. 

2 – Tooth Decay and Gum Disease

3 – Dental Health and Diet 4 – Accessing Dental Care

decay: rotting because of bacteria

disease: a disorder of some part of the human body

gums: the tissue of the upper and lower jaws that surround the base of the teeth

• Tooth decay can be painful and lead to fillings, crowns or inlays. If tooth decay is 

not treated, the nerve of the tooth can become infected, causing an abscess. 

• This may then need root canal treatment or even for the tooth to be removed.

• Gum disease is common and, if left untreated, may lead to bone loss around the 

teeth. In some cases, it may lead to loose teeth and teeth being lost. 

• Gum disease is preventable. It can be treated and kept under control with regular 

cleaning sessions and check-ups.

Key Vocabulary 

diet: the foods that a person regularly eats

sugar: a sweet substance found in nature, which can have a negative impact on 

physical and dental health

• It is the way you eat/drink sugar which has a big impact on your teeth. 

• It takes up to an hour for your mouth to cancel out the acid caused by eating or 

drinking sugar. During this time, your teeth are under attack from the acid. 

• Drinking water after a meal can help cancel out the acid more quickly. 

• Sugary fizzy drinks, fruit juices, and sport juices can also lead to dental erosion. 

This is when the enamel (coating) on your teeth gradually wears away. 

Key Vocabulary 

responsible: having a duty to do something

• It is important that you take care of your dental 

health. 

• The NHS in the UK can provide dental care. 

• To find an NHS dentist, go to this website: 

https://www.nhs.uk/nhs-services/dentists/how-

to-find-an-nhs-dentist/

• There is lots of good dental health advice on this 

website: https://www.dentalhealth.org

Weekly Wellbeing Oral Hygiene Year 9 Term 3

https://www.nhs.uk/nhs-services/dentists/how-to-find-an-nhs-dentist/
https://www.dentalhealth.org/

